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The Eco4Cloud Knowledge Base provides support solutions, error messages and troubleshooting guides.

Contact support team if you cannot solve your issues here.
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VMware vSphere


KB15: INSUFFICIENT PERMISSIONS

This is a critical error due to a bad configuration of the E4CRole created in vCenter. This can eventually lead to inability to perform tasks and operations over vCenter.

 

Troubleshooting

For the E4C role creation follow the istructions in the APPENDIX A – PRIVILEGES of the Eco4Cloud user manual.
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KB1: RDM HARD DRIVE

If a virtual machine has even only one hard disk configured as a Raw Device Mapping with Physical Mode, it cannot be hot migrated. In vCenter appears a message like: Hard disk [device name] is RDM with Physical Mode on VM [VM name]

You can either change the hard disk configuration, through the procedure suggested by VMware, or disable shutdown on the physical host where the VM resides, on the eco4cloud dashboard.
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KB2: NO NETWORK INTERFACES

It happens in consolidation or in monitoring phase, when vCenter doesn’t reach HOST network interfaces. In vCenter appears a message like: Unable to find network interfaces on host [host name]

In order to solve this issue, you can control if:

	you can ping the host from vCenter server
	host is correctly connected to the network
	network interface is up
	network devices are up and correctly configured
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KB4: Host [host name] activation failed: [message]

Host activation validation can fail for different reasons (in the message field).

The issue can occur during consolidation phase. Refer to vSphere documentation to solve the issue.
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KB3: MIGRATION VALIDATION FAILED

Hot migration validation can fails for different reasons (in the message field). In vCenter appears a message like: vMotion validation failed for VM [VM name]: [message]

The issue can occur during consolidation phase. Refer to vSphere documentation to solve the issue.
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KB6: CLUSTER CONFIGURATION FAILED

The issue occur when Eco4Cloud fails to change DRS policy from fully automated mode to partially automated mode, probably due to a bad configuration of the E4CRole created in vCenter.

Troubleshooting

For the E4C role creation follow the istructions in the APPENDIX A – PRIVILEGES of the Eco4Cloud user manual.
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KB5: Host [host name] suspension failed: [message]

Host suspension validation can fail for different reasons (in the message field).

The issue can occur during consolidation phase.

Refer to vSphere documentation to solve the issue.
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KB7: VMWARE TOOLS NOT RUNNING

VMware tools need to be installed and running on vApp. If VMware tools do not work correctly, some VMs can migrate to a not compatible host and then go back to the original host. In vCenter appears a message like: VMware tools are not running on virtual machine: [message]

The issue can occur during consolidation phase.

Possible solutions: control if VMware Tools are running on vCenter in the VM summary tab or directly on VM console through by the command service vmware-tools status. If the tools are stopped, reboot VM or launch the command service vmware-tools start on VM console.

The steps for re-Installation of VMware tools can be find in the following vmware article.
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KB9: Unable to configure VM [vm name]: [message]

This is a general communication problem between vApp and vCenter.

The issue occurs during both consolidation and monitoring phases.

Troubleshooting:

	Verify accessibility from E4C vApp to vCenter
	Verify accessibility from vCenter to the specific VM specified in the message.
	Control ecocloud user permissions
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KB10: Unable to configure host [host name]: [message]

This is a general communication problem between vApp and vCenter.

The issue occurs during both consolidation and monitoring phases.

Troubleshooting:

	Verify accessibility from E4C vApp to vCenter
	Verify accessibility from vCenter to the specific host specified in the message.
	Control ecocloud user permissions
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KB8: Farm update failed: [message]

This is a general communication problem between vApp and vCenter.

The issue occurs during both consolidation and monitoring phases.

Troubleshooting:

	Verify accessibility from E4C vApp to vCenter
	Verify accessibility from vCenter to the specific resource specified in the message.
	Control ecocloud user permissions
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KB11: exit from standby mode: Operation timed out

When a host leaves the standby mode, it may happen that the operation is extremely slow. By default, the vCenter waits 15 minutes for the operation to be completed; if, after this time, the host does not reboot, the following error appears on vCenter: Operation timed out.

 

Troubleshooting:

	You have to change the value of timeout through the procedure suggested by VMware.
	Then try to restart vcenter service.
	If host appears in “not connected” state try to disconnect and reconnect it.
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KB12: DEVICE BACKING NOT ACCESSIBLE

This unable to migrate warning message indicates that the virtual machine has a device that is disconnected and pointing to an image that is not accessible on the destination host. In vCenter an error like: migration compatibility warning: Device uses backing which is not accessible appears.

 

Troubleshooting:

	This warning can be solved, if you are using an image file (ISO, FLP, etc.) and not a physical device, unmounting the device how outlined by VMware Knowledge base.
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KB13: MISSING BMC CONFIGURATION

This error occours when the Power Management section for an host is not correctly configurated or IPMI/iLO/BMC is not reachable.

In vClient a message like: Missing or wrong BMC configuration for host [hostname] can appear

 

Troubleshooting:

	Verify accessibility to the specific Host BMC from vCenter.
	Verify username, MAC address and IP of Host BMC .
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KB14: PERFORMANCE DATA NOT AVAILABLE

The error occurs when Eco4Cloud virtual appliance does not obtain performance data from vCenter.

 

Troubleshooting:

	Verify reachability from  E4C vApp to vCenter.
	Verify network connection from  E4C vApp to vCenter.
	Verify ecocloud user permissions on vCenter.
	Restart Host agent (restarting hostd, vpxa and ntpd deamons on host)


If the same error occours on VMware Infrastructure Client too probably the time is not synchronized between the VI Client host and the ESXi/ESX host so you have to restart the Network Time Protocol (NTP) as described in the following VMware Knowledge base.
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KB27: HOST DISCONNECTED

The host lost the connection from vCenter.

This can be a temporary situation, it is necessary to wait a few minutes in order to check the connection with vCenter. If problem persists, first of all check if host is reachable and powered on, then follow the steps of the following VMware knowledge base article.
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KB26: FAILED MIGRATION

The error occurs when Eco4Cloud tries a vMotion, but the related task fails. This is a generic error, and there are several possible motivations.

If you are using the E4C Misconfiguration Troubleshooting tool, you will find the error cause in the Problems tab of the overview report.
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KB25: BALLOONED MEMORY OCCURENCE

This is a performance parameter of a VM Memory. The value should be under 1% to ensure optimal performances. Troubleshooting:

	Check if the cluster is overloaded
	Check if VM resources are too low
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KB24: HIGH CPU READY TIME

This is a performance parameter of a VM CPU. The value should be under 5% to ensure optimal performances.

Troubleshooting:

	Check if the cluster is overloaded
	Check if VM resources are too low
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KB23: INVENTORY ERROR

Generic error of missing connection to the vCenter Server, usually due to:

	Connection refused by vCenter
	Connection timed out with the vCenter
	general communication problem with vCenter
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KB22: NO GUEST OS HEARTBEATS

When performing a vMotion, a warning like “No guest OS heartbeats are being received. Either the guest OS is not responding or VMware tools is not configured properly” can appear in vCenter.

This prevents VM migration and indicates that the VMware Tools are either not installed or are not running in the virtual machine.

 

Troubleshooting:

As explained in the following vmware knowledge base article:

	Ensure that the VMware Tools are installed in the virtual machine before performing a migration.
	
Ensure that the virtual machine has been running long enough for the operating system to be completely started before performing a migration.


	
Restart the VMware Tools service. To restart the VMware Tools service:

	
Click Start > Run,type services.msc, and press OK.


	
Right-click VMware Tools Service and click Restart.







If the issue persists, reinstall VMware Tools to ensure that you are on the latest version.
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KB21: ACTIVE NETWORK NOT ACCESSIBLE

The issue occurs if the port groups names are not the same across all of the ESX hosts in the network. This prevents VM migrations. An error like “Currently connected network interface‘device’ uses network ‘network’, which is not accessible” can appear in vCenter. This error block definitively a VM migration

 

Troubleshooting:

To work around the issue, ensure that the virtual machine network port groups names are the same across all of the ESX hosts that participate in the vMotion operation, as explained in the following vmware knowledge base article.
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KB20: SWITCH OFF FAILED

The error occurs when Eco4Cloud attempts to switch off a host, but the task fails. This is a generic error, and there are several possible motivations.

If you are using the E4C Misconfiguration Troubleshooting tool, you will find the error cause in the Host Switch-off tab of the overview report.
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KB19: SWITCH ON FAILED

The error occurs when Eco4Cloud attempts to switch on a host, but the task fails. This is a generic error, and there are several possible motivations.

If you are using the E4C Misconfiguration Troubleshooting tool, you will find the error cause in the Host Switch-on tab of the overview report.
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KB18: CRASH DETECTION FAILURE

Eco4Cloud has an automated check detection function. The solution is composed by an alarm (named “E4C Crash Detection Alarm”) and a scheduled task (named “E4C Crash Detection Task”). In case of a crash, the solution sets VMware DRS in fully automated mode.

The error “Crash detection failure” means that the alarm, the scheduled task, or both, could not be created.

 

Troubleshooting

Check E4cRole role permissions are enabled on:

	Scheduled Tasks
	Tasks
	Alarms
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KB63: SMALL CLUSTER

Troubleshooter is reporting an alert because some clusters in the farm have too few hosts (less than 5)

The best practice is to have few clusters with many hosts, in order to make the best use of Eco4Cloud Workload Consolidation features, along with DRS and HA.

Troubleshooter suggest to merge clusters in order to improve efficiency.
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KB62: INSUFFICIENT RESOURCES

This issue derives from trying to power on a VM on a ESX host that does not have sufficient resources to satisfy the resources reservation.

Toubleshooting:

The resolution depends on which resource is needed. For example, in order to resolve the issue on CPU reservation of the virtual machine that exceed the available capacity on the target host you need to:

	In the vSphere Client, right-click the virtual machine, and click Edit Settings.
	Click the Resources tab.
	Set the CPU reservations to a value lesser than the capacity of the ESX/ESXi host.


If this is not feasible/possible, an alternative solution is to relocate the VM to another host meeting its requirements.

Further information can be retrieved in the following article.
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KB61: NO DATA EXECUTION PROTECTION

By default, VMware vCenter allows only vMotions between compatible source and destination CPUs. So if you have been trying to move a VM from one host to another, and you got stuck with a error message telling you that the CPU of your destination host is incompatible with the CPU configuration of your Virtual Machine, then this usually means one of the following:

a) you did not mask the NX/XD bit in the settings of the VM or…

b) you did not enable the “No-Execute Memory Protection” on both your source host and destination host or…

c) you did not have your cluster of ESX hosts configured for Enhanced VMotion Compatibility (EVC)



Troubleshooting:

	To enable NX or XD in the BIOS:
	Restart your host.
	While booting, before Windows starts, press the key to go to BIOS.
	In the BIOS, go to the Security tab.
	Look for the NX or XD flag.Note: For Intel processors, you see the XD flag and for AMD processors, you see the NX flag. If that is not enabled, toggle the option and enable it.
	Save the settings and exit the BIOS settings.
	Restart your computer.



	To enable the “No-Execute Memory Protection”
	Reboot the server and access the BIOS
	Select “Advanced Options”
	Enable “No-Execute Memory Protection” (this is what is called on HP servers)
	Press “F10″ to save and the server will restart.



	To have ESX hosts configured for Enhanced VMotion Compatibility (EVC)
	Right click your cluster and choose Edit Setting
	Click on the VMware EVC in the left panel
	Select the option “Enable EVC for Intel Hosts” or “Enable EVC for AMD Hosts”.
	Now choose your VMWare EVC mode: you can raise the EVC mode to expose more CPU features, or lower the EVC mode in order to hide CPU features and increase compatibility with older hardware
	Click Ok





Further informations can be retrieved in  this article.
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KB60: VIRTUAL HARDWARE NOT SUPPORTED

This issue may occur if a ESXi host doesn’t support the virtual hardware version of a VM.

Troubleshooting:

To resolve this issue try to upgrade the virtual hardware:

	Power on the virtual machine.
	Install VMware Tools.
	Power off the virtual machine.
	Upgrade Virtual Hardware


For more information read also this vmware knowledge base article.
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KB59: VIRTUAL DISK NOT ACCESSIBLE

This issue may occur when a VM vmdk file is corrupted or the host attempting to start or receive the virtual machine cannot access the device (LUN) backing the raw disk mapping.

Troubleshooting:

If the vmdk file is corrupted you can troubleshoot the issue following this vmware knowledge base article.

If the second case occurs you can leverage this vmware knowledge base article.
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KB58: INCOMPATIBLE CPU

The issue occurs when the CPU capabilities of the two hosts are not the compatible. vMotion requires that the CPU capabilities between the hosts must be the same.

Troubleshooting:

	In vCenter Server, click the Summary tab and check the CPUs architecture.
	Ensure that the affected hosts have the same BIOS settings. For more information on how to access your system BIOS, see the hardware vendor documentation.


For more information read this Vmware knowledge base article.
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KB57: MAPPED DIRECT ACCESS VIRTUAL DISK NOT ACCESSIBLE

Powering on or migrating a virtual machine fails with the error: Virtual Disk ‘X’ is a mapped direct access LUN that is not accessible. This is an informational event which indicates that the host attempting to start or receive the virtual machine cannot access the device (LUN) backing the raw disk mapping.

A raw device mapping file contains metadata, specifically SCSI vital product data (VPD) page 0x83, for uniquely identifying a device. A host attempting to access the physical LUN reads the mapping file metadata, and searches the devices known to the host for a LUN with the same VPD page 0x83 information.

The contents of SCSI VPD page 0x83 should match when requested by all hosts in a vSphere cluster, and the RDM should be accessible by all hosts in the cluster. However, discrepancies in device presentation between hosts in a cluster may lead to different hosts receiving different contents for VPD page 0x83 for the same device. In this case, hosts which did not create the RDM mapping file may be unable to locate the raw device mapping LUN when powering on or migrating a virtual machine.

Troubleshooting:

For a complete resolution read the following Vmware knowledge base article.
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KB56: FRAGMENTED FARM

Troubleshooter is reporting an alert because the farm has too much clusters with few hosts.

The best practice is to have few clusters with many hosts, in order to make the best use of Eco4Cloud Workload Consolidation features, along with DRS and HA.
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KB55: CLUSTER RECOMMENDATIONS

The warning is raised by E4C Troubleshooter when there are important pending DRS recommendations that need to be applied on VMware vClient.
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KB54: VM IDLE

The issue is reported when a VM remains in a powered off state for at least three days.

If that happens, Eco4Cloud Troubleshooter considers that an inefficiency, as the idle/ghost VM is not productive, but still consumes storage resources.
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KB53: HOST MAINTENANCE MODE

E4C Troubleshooter raises a warning when a host remains in maintenance mode for more than 12 hours.
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KB52: CPU READY TIME OVER 10 PERCENT

With this Error, Troubleshooter reports that VM and Host performances are degraded because CPU Ready Time is too high.

VMware CPU over-subscription means a VM is trying to get access to a physical CPU, but it can’t. This is measured by VMware as “CPU Ready Time”, as a percentage of time. Ideally, ready time should be at zero. On the field, VMware recommends less than 5% ready time for all VMs, while a CPU Ready value of 10% or greater on a vCPU, shows shrinking performance for server workloads.

Troubleshooting:

Typical solutions are to remove unused vCPUs, remove limits, or add more hosts.
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KB51: CPU READY TIME OVER 5 PERCENT

With this Alert, Troubleshooter reports that VM and Host performances begin to degrade because CPU Ready Time is becoming too high.

VMware CPU over-subscription means a VM is trying to get access to a physical CPU, but it can’t. This is measured by VMware as “CPU Ready Time”, as a percentage of time. Ideally, ready time should be at zero. On the field, VMware recommends less than 5% ready time for all VMs, while a CPU Ready value of 10% or greater on a vCPU, shows shrinking performance for server workloads.

Troubleshooting:

Typical solutions are to remove unused vCPUs, remove limits, or add more hosts.
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KB47: OVERPROVISIONED VM

Overprovisioning resources brings some risks and downsides that should be understood:

	Potential for high CPU Ready times. As more vCPUs are added to hosts that might already have high workloads, CPU ready time can increase, thus forcing the VM to wait for resource availability.
	Wasted RAM and additional cost. With the introduction of VMware’s vRAM entitlements, which came with vSphere 5, overprovisioning RAM to a virtual machine can now carry a real and direct cost as the RAM assigned to a virtual machine is now licensed


Troubleshooter suggest to assign the right resources to VM, based on a computation of resources consumption in the last week.
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KB48: UNDERPROVISIONED VM

Running underprovisioned VMs has a direct impact on infrastructure efficiency and applications performance and a negative impact on virtualization bottom line.

Under-provisioned VMs may experience poor performance or not run at all. It is also possible to provision a VM properly. Assign new resources carefully and upgrade the host computer if necessary. Powering down VMs will free the virtualized resources for re-use by other VMs or the host.

Troubleshooter evaluates the right resources to assign to the VMs, based on a computation of respective resources consumption in the last week.
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KB49: VIRTUAL MACHINE CONFIGURATION NOT ACCESSIBLE

This issue occurs if vCenter Server is unable to access the virtual machine configuration files across the ESX/ESXi hosts that are participating in the vMotion. This error typically occurs if the virtual machine is located on local storage. However, it can also indicate a misconfiguration of the shared storage between the ESX/ESXi hosts.

Troubleshooting:

	Verify your storage configuration. Ensure that the virtual machine is located on shared storage and not a local datastore that is only viewable to one specific ESX/ESXi host. The shared datastore must be presented to both ESX/ESXi hosts in your environment that you intend to vMotion between. Select the ESX/ESXi host within the vCenter Server client and click the Summary tab to see which datastores are currently presented to each ESX/ESXi host. See the VMware Knowledge base article.
	Power down the virtual machine and perform a cold migration


Read also this Vmware Knowledge base article.
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KB50: VMOTION INTERFACE NOT CONFIGURED

This error occurs when a host has not been properly configured for VMotion. To VMotion a VM between ESX host, a VMkernel port with a unique IP address is required on each of the ESX host systems. If this port group has not been configured or has been configured with a duplicate IP address, this error occurs.

Troubleshooting:

Check the configuration of the VMkernel port that is being used for VMotion.

To check the configuration of the VMkernel port:

Note: If one does not exist, create a VMkernel portgroup to be used for VMotion.

	Log in to the VirtualCenter Server from the VMware Infrastructure Client as an administrator.
	Select the ESX Server from the inventory.
	Click the Configuration tab.
	Click the Networking link.
	Look for the switch that has a VMkernel port configured.
	Click the Properties link.
	Select the portgroup noted in Step 5.Ensure that it has an appropriate IP address assigned and that VMotion is enabled on the portgroup.


Read also the following vmware knowledge base article.
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KB46: BALLOONED MEMORY OVER 2 PERCENT

By this alarm, Troubleshooter reports that VM and Host performances are slightly degraded because of high memory ballooning.

Virtual memory ballooning is a computer memory reclamation technique used by a hypervisor to allow the physical host system to retrieve unused memory from certain guest virtual machines (VMs) and share it with Others.

So host physical memory is reclaimed based on four “free memory states”, each with a corresponding threshold. Based on the Threshold, the VMkernel chooses which reclamation technique it will use to reclaim memory from virtual machines as explained in this vmware White paper.

When memory reclamation exceeds the 2% limit, memory ballooning leads to an a slight degradation of host performances.

Further information can be retrieved in this article.

Troubleshooting:

If the host has little free memory available, and if you notice a degradation in performance, consider taking the following actions

	Verify that VMware Tools is installed on each virtual machine. The balloon driver is installed with VMware Tools and is critical to performance.
	Verify that the balloon driver is enabled. The VMkernel regularly reclaims unused virtual machine memory by ballooning and swapping. Generally, this does not impact virtual machine performance.
	Reduce the memory space on the virtual machine, and correct the cache size if it is too large. This frees up memory for other virtual machines.
	If the memory reservation of the virtual machine is set to a value much higher than its active memory, decrease the reservation setting so that the VMkernel can reclaim the idle memory for other virtual machines on the host.
	Migrate one or more virtual machines to a host in a DRS cluster.
	Add physical memory to the host.


Read also the following section of VMware manual.
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KB45: BALLOONED MEMORY OVER 5 PERCENT

By this error, Troubleshooter reports that VM and Host performances are highly degraded because of high memory ballooning.

Virtual memory ballooning is a computer memory reclamation technique used by a hypervisor to allow the physical host system to retrieve unused memory from certain guest virtual machines (VMs) and share it with Others.

So host physical memory is reclaimed based on four “free memory states”, each with a corresponding threshold. Based on the Threshold, the VMkernel chooses which reclamation technique it will use to reclaim memory from virtual machines as explained in this vmware White paper.

When memory reclamation exceeds the 5% limit, memory ballooning leads to an high degradation of host performance.

Further information can be retrieved in this article.

Troubleshooting:

If the host has little free memory available, and if you notice a degradation in performance, consider taking the following actions

	Verify that VMware Tools is installed on each virtual machine. The balloon driver is installed with VMware Tools and is critical to performance.
	Verify that the balloon driver is enabled. The VMkernel regularly reclaims unused virtual machine memory by ballooning and swapping. Generally, this does not impact virtual machine performance.
	Reduce the memory space on the virtual machine, and correct the cache size if it is too large. This frees up memory for other virtual machines.
	If the memory reservation of the virtual machine is set to a value much higher than its active memory, decrease the reservation setting so that the VMkernel can reclaim the idle memory for other virtual machines on the host.
	Migrate one or more virtual machines to a host in a DRS cluster.
	Add physical memory to the host.


Read also the following section of VMware manual.
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KB44: WRONG RESOURCES RESERVATION

This is an advice of E4C Troubleshooter to remove reservations on virtual machines.

Setting a memory reservation on a resource pool level has its own weaknesses, but it is much fairer and more along the whole idea of consolidation and sharing than virtual machine memory reservations. RP level reservations are immediately active, but are not claimed. This means it will only subtract the specified amount of memory from the unreserved capacity of the cluster.

RP reservations are used when children of the resource pool uses memory and the system is under contention. Reservations are not wasted and the resources can be used by other virtual machines. Be aware, using and reserving are two distinct concepts! Virtual machines can use the resource, but they cannot reserve this as well if it is already reserved by another item.

It appears that resource pool memory reservations work almost similar to CPU reservations, they won’t let any resource go to waste. And to top it off, resource pool reservations don’t flow to virtual machines, they will not influence HA slot sizes. Which unfortunately can lead to (temporary) performance loss if a host failover occurs. When a virtual machine is restarted by HA they are not restarted in the correct resource pool but in the root resource pool, which can lead to starvation. Until DRS is invoked, the virtual machine need to do it without any memory reservations.

Toubleshooting:

Both Eco4Cloud and Vmware suggest to use resources pool and set CPU or memory reservation on them.

There is a full article on the subject available here.
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KB43: OPERATION NOT ALLOWED

This is a generic error, but in most cases it is the symptom of a failed vMotion migration operation.

When performing a vMotion, you see this compatibility error: Unable to migrate from <source server> to <destination server>: The operation is not allowed in the current state.

This issue can occur if the ESX/ESXi host or a virtual machine is in an unexpected state.

Troubleshooting:

To work around the issue, perform one of these options:

	Cancel any existing task from the VMware Infrastructure Client.
	Wait until any pending tasks are complete.
	Restart the VMware vCenter Server service.
	Restart management agents of the host.
	Disconnect and reconnect the host to the vCenter Server.
	Start the host if it was powered off.


Read also the following VMware knowledge base article.
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KB:42 WRONG RESOURCES ASSIGNMENT

This is an advice by E4C Troubleshooter to remove limits on virtual machines.

Setting a limit on VM memory OR CPU directly is not the best thing to do. VM level reservation can be rather evil, it will hoard memory if it has been used by the virtual machine once. Even if the virtual machine becomes idle, the VMkernel will not reclaim this memory and return it to the free memory set. This means that ESX can start swapping and ballooning if no free memory is available for other virtual machines while the owning VM’s aren’t using their claimed reserved memory. It also has influence on the slot size of High availability.

Troubleshooting:

Eco4Cloud suggests to rightsize VMs through E4C Troubleshooter and use limits on resource pools, avoiding resource limits as much as possible.
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KB41: DEVICE CONTROLLER NOT SUPPORTED

This issue is similar to device prevents migration issue. Probably the destination host of VM doesn’t support a particular device.

Troubleshooting

You have to change manually the configuration of Vitual Machine, or you can use VMware Converter to fix the issue by converting the VM to an ESX/vSphere compatible VM. Read also this post of vmware community.
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KB40: INSUFFICIENT CPU CAPACITY

This error occurs when the CPU resource reservations of the virtual machine exceed the available capacity on the target host and vMotion of a virtual machine fails.

Troubleshooting:

To resolve this issue:

	In the vSphere Client, right-click the virtual machine and click Edit Settings.
	Click the Resources tab.
	Set the CPU reservations to a value lesser than the capacity of the ESX/ESXi host.


as explained in the following vmware knowledge base article.
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KB39: HA SUPPORT FAILED

This issue is due to possible problems with VMware HA cluster configuration.

Troubleshooting

The following VMware knowledge base article helps you to resolve the problem.
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KB38: CONNECTED DEVICE BACKING NOT ACCESSIBLE

This unable to migrate error message suggests that the virtual machine cannot be migrated because one of the connected devices is not accessible on the destination host.

Troubleshooting

To workaround the issue, perform one of the following actions:

	If you are using an image file (ISO, FLP, etc.), ensure that it is accessible from all ESX Servers. Store the files on a datastore that is shared between all ESX Servers that will participate in the VMotion of the virtual machine.
	Disconnect the device from the virtual machine before performing the migration.


Read also the following VMware knowledge base article to delve deeper.
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KB37: INSTALLING VMWARE TOOLS

This issue may occur if the VMware Tools .iso image is not unmounted from the guest operating system after VMware Tools is installed or upgraded.

Troubleshooting:

To resolve this issue, you must disconnect the .iso image from the virtual machine, so that the migration can be completed. Also read the following VMware knowledge base article.
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KB36: VM DISCONNECTED

This will happen when vSphere HA is not configured, or if the HA failover failed. Probably the host is unresponsive and the VMs are greyed out.

Troubleshooting

To resolve this issue follow the guideline of this vmware knowledge base article.
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KB35: DEVICE PREVENTS MIGRATIONS

This issue occurs if you have a SCSI controller in use in a virtual machine, which has the bus-sharing mode changed to either virtual or physical. This configuration is used in virtual machines that are running Microsoft Cluster Services (MSCS).

Troubleshooting:

To resolve this issue, VMware recommends migrating a virtual machine that is participating in SCSI bus-sharing by powering down the virtual machine that resulted in the error message and performing a cold migration to the new host as explained in the following vmware knowledge base article.
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KB34: AFFINITY RULE VIOLATED

VM/Host DRS rules specify that selected virtual machines should be placed on specified hosts (affinity) or that selected virtual machines should not be placed on specified hosts (anti-affinity).

When a VM/VM DRS rule or VM/Host DRS rule is violated, it might be because DRS cannot move some or all of the virtual machines in the rule. A second reason could be the fact that the reservation of the virtual machine or other virtual machines in the affinity rule, or their parent resource pools, might prevent DRS from locating all virtual machines on the same host.

Troubleshooting:

To resolve the issue:

	Check the DRS faults panel for faults associated with affinity rules.
	Compute the sum of the reservations of all the virtual machines in the affinity rule. If that value is greater than the available capacity on any host, the rule cannot be satisfied.
	Compute the sum of the reservations of their parent resource pools. If that value is greater than the available capacity of any host, the rule cannot be satisfied if the resources are obtained from a single host.
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KB33: INSUFFICIENT CPU CAPACITY

This issue occurs when the CPU resource reservations of the virtual machine exceed the available capacity on the target host.

Troubleshooting:

To resolve the issue you have to set the CPU reservations to a value lesser than the capacity of the ESX/ESXi host as explained in the following VMware knowledge base article.
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KB32: VIRTUAL ETHERNET CARD NOT SUPPORTED

When performing a vMotion, a warning like “Virtual ethernet card ‘Network adapter xxx’ is not supported. This is not a limitation of the host in general, but of the virtual machine’s configured guest OS on the selected host.” can appear in vCenter.

This prevents VM migration.

Troubleshooting:

To fix this problem:

	shutdown the virtual machine
	Remove the NIC.
	Choose a different type of network card following the VMware knowledge base article.
	Reboot VM
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KB31: DEVICE BACKING NOT SUPPORTED

Cold migration fails with the error: Incompatible device backing specified for device. This issue may occur if CD-ROM properties are not correctly configured.

Troubleshooting

You must ensure that the CD-ROM device is configured correctly, as explained in the following VMware knowledge base article.
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KB30: CONNECTION ERROR

The connection to the vCenter was rejected for connectivity problems.

Troubleshooting:

	check if vCenter service is running
	check if network is working on Eco4Cloud VM and on vCenter
	check if vCenter is reachable from eco4cloud VM
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KB29: DIFFERENT SECURITY OR OFFLOAD SETTINGS

This is a migration compatibility error message and indicates that the source and destination servers have different security or offload settings configured on the virtual switch or portgroup that the virtual machine is connected to. The security and offload settings between virtual switches need to be the same to ensure that the functionality of the virtual machines is not affected upon migration



Troubleshooting:


To work around the issue,Check the properties of the virtual switch and/or portgroups between the source and destination servers. Ensure there are no differences between the settings on the Security tab, and the Traffic Shaping tab between the hosts, as explained in the following vmware knowledge base article.
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KB28: Login menu doesn’t appear in Dashboard home page

If you access the E4C dashboard using Internet Explorer, it is possible that login menu under Account does not appear. Date and time in upper right corner do not appear neither.

Troubleshooting:

On Internet Explorer options, choose Security tab, then select Internet Zone and click on Custom Level. In the window find Scripting section and enable Active Scripting and Scripting of Java Applets.
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KB17: INVALID LICENSE

This is a critical error and prevents Eco4Cloud from working.







The license can expire after a specific amount of time, or if trying to handle more hosts than allowed. The reason for license expiration appears on the Eco4Cloud dashboard.

In order to never break Eco4Cloud service, after expiration, Eco4cloud works another month and license can be eventually reactivated. Then, after a month without license renewal, Eco4cloud stops working.
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KB16: CLUSTER OVERLOADED

This is a major error and it points out that the workload is too extreme for the hosts in a cluster, and the Quality of Service is decreasing.

Troubleshooting:

Either relovate workload out of the cluster, or add hosts to the cluster.
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User Manual

This document, the Eco4Cloud User Manual, describes how to install and use the Eco4Cloud Virtualization Infrastructure Management software components, monitor and manage the information generated by the components, build your Eco4Cloud datacenter environment, consolidate virtual machines within the datacenter environment, and set up rules for virtual machines, hosts and clusters included into the datacenter environment.





Read it  




User Manual – Addendum: Power Management

This document, the Eco4Cloud User Manual Addendum – Power Management, describes how to configure and manage IPMI implementation for several server vendors in a VMware environment. These configurations are a requirement for Eco4Cloud consolidation process, because they make it possible to automatically powering on servers.

The document also shows full examples about how to configure iLO, iLO2, iRMC, iDRAC and IMM protocols on servers from several vendors.





Read it  
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Pilots assessment and feedback

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

We discussed the results of task T4.2 with TIM administrators. We agreed that, when the improvements are projected on one year and on the entire TIM environment, they could lead to enormous savings: about 1600 MWh, 185,000 € and more than 500,000 kg of carbon emissions per year. This task also aimed to develop the beta version of the EcoMultiCloud software. Starting from the alpha version and exploiting the results of Tasks 4.1 and 4.2, the software was finalized, improving the implementation of some functionalities and the overall stability and reliability. The main changes on the software concern: (i) the possibility of defining custom constraints on virtual machines to be migrated and on hosts that can accommodate new workload; (ii) the refinement of algorithm implementation, exploiting the results of the simulation experiments; (iii) modifications aimed to improve the usability of the dashboard. We finally automated the “build” process, in order to quickly create and distribute new releases of the software.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Pilots setup, deployment and execution

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

At each data center we deployed the EcoMultiCloud local dashboard, which operates on the lower layer and manages the intra-DC workload consolidation, as well as the EcoMultiCloud orchestrator, which operates at the upper layer, with the aim of managing the global workload and performing inter-DC migrations. The business and technical goals for the TIM environment, as specified by the TIM administrators, were: reduction of energy consumption, reduction of carbon emissions, reduction of monetary cost, workload balancing among the three data centers. We executed the software in its passive mode for one week, in order to obtain a reference set of results. Then, we executed the simulation tool for two scenarios:

(1) only intra-DC migrations were enabled;

(2) both intra-DC and inter-DC migrations are enabled.

Finally, we turned the software modality from “passive” to “active”, and collected the results of a one-week period. The EcoMultiCloud software proved able to achieve a very significant performance optimization. Specifically, the reduction of daily energy consumption, with respect to the scenario existing before the activation of EcoMultiCloud, was about 463.6 kWh, equal to about 47.3%; the reduction of daily monetary cost was about 52.76 €, equal to about 47.3 %; the reduction of carbon emissions was about 143.8 kg, equal to about 47.3 %.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Pilots design and implementation plan

 

Activities carried out during the task:

In this task, we defined the environment of the pilot experiments. The scenario is composed of three interconnected TIM data centers across Italy. We referred to the real-time information extracted from the TIM data centers, as the results are intended to be inherent to the specific environment chosen and configured for the pilot test. We also defined the pilot plan, which is composed of three phases: (i) execution of the EcoMultiCloud software in “passive” mode, i.e., without enabling VM migrations; (ii) use of the simulation tool of the software to analyze two different scenarios: with only intra-DC migrations enabled and with both intra- and inter-DC migrations enabled; (iii) execution of the software in “active” mode. The objective is to compute the energy, cost and carbon emission savings achieved during the pilot test, and estimate those that are achievable when activating the software with all its capabilities for one year on the entire TIM infrastructure.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Integration and security /reliability features

 

Activities carried out during the task:



This task aimed to develop the alpha version of the EcoMultiCloud software. Starting from the prototype, obtained as the integration of the system modules, we enriched and upgraded the software, following the iterative and incremental development design. We added some missing features, and we also improved some aspects in order to obtain a more stable and reliable version. Our efforts were mainly focused on: user management and network management. Finally, we performed minor improvements and fixed some bugs, detected during the test phases.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Service Level Agreement (SLA) Management

 

Activities carried out during the task:



We performed an extensive set of experiments to compute all the relevant business goals, for the entire environment and for the single data centers. We discussed the results were discussed with the TIM administrators, which were very impressed, but also suggested us to consider the necessity of (i) assessing the performance of the EcoMultiCloud algorithm when varying the available bandwidth and (ii) making an additional effort to reduce the number of migrations. The first aspect was analyzed by testing several values of the inter-DC bandwidth, to inspect the impact of this parameter on the business and technical goals. The second aspect was tackled by considering an improved method for selecting the VMs to migrate.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: End-to-end monitoring and tuning

 

Activities carried out during the task:



In cooperation with TIM administrators, we individuated the business goals that are of primary interest for the company. They are: reduction of energy consumption, reduction of monetary cost, and load balancing. We also performed a set of end-to-end monitoring and tuning activities aiming at individuate the technical constraints that need to be matched. The algorithm for workload assignment and migration was customized to take into account both technical constraints and business goals, and select the best data center for the accommodation of a new or a migrating virtual machine, i.e. the data center that can better help to achieve the goals while respecting the constraints.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Simulation and Scenario Assessment

 

Activities carried out during the task:



In this task we customized the algorithms for workload assignment and redistribution starting from the characteristics and peculiarities of the multi-data center environment managed by TIM, formerly Telecom Italia. The analyzed scenario consists of three interconnected DCs, located respectively in Rozzano (MI) – DC1, Pomezia (RM) – DC2 and Bari (BA) – DC3. In this phase, we made an effort to abstract the workload distribution from the specific architectures and sizes of the three data centers and use them as a testbed for a deep analysis assessment and for the tuning and optimization of the EcoMultiCloud software.

To assess the effectiveness of the algorithm for inter-DC migration, we defined the following three scenarios: (i) No migrations scenario: the migrations among remote data centers are disabled; (ii) Random policy: the migrations among remote data centers are enabled, and the choice of the VMs to migrate is made randomly; (iii) Energy saving policy: the migrations among remote data centers are enabled, and the choice of the VMs to migrate is made in accordance with the “Energy saving policy”, which aims to select the CPU-intensive VMs for migration, because the energy consumption is strictly correlated to the CPU utilization.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Data Analysis



Activities carried out during the task:



In this task we analysed the results of experiments on remote migrations performed among two TIM data centers. Firstly, starting from the results of Task 3.1, we defined and configured the test environment, focusing our efforts on network virtualization technology and security policies. Successively, we defined a set of experiments involving long-distance migrations among the data centers of the test environment. Exploiting the categorization of virtual machines discussed in Task 2.3, we executed the experiment with a set of virtual machines for each class of virtual machines. Finally, we analyzed the impact of migrations on the whole system and specifically on the quality of service perceived by users, aiming to evaluate some aspects such as resources utilization overhead, required bandwidth, possible downtime and effects perceived by final users.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Run Time Environment

 

Activities carried out during the task:



This task aimed to define the multi-DC environment, by selecting a subset of TIM data centers. The main activities were devoted to (i) the collection of infrastructure and performances data from 15 TIM data centers, (ii) preliminary analysis on collected data, in order to individuate the main differences between the data centers in terms of infrastructure and workload, (iii) the selection of a subset of data centers among which long-distance migrations are enabled. We installed a software module to collect the data from each data center. An agent connected to the virtualization platform (vCenter) and collected the data on hosts and virtual machines. Then, we analysed the main metrics regarding the workload (CPU, RAM and Disk utilization), and the performance indexes: CPU-Ready Time, Active and Ballooned Memory and the data on server power consumption. Finally, the analysis of this data allowed us to select two data centers that are the most suitable for performing migration experiments.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Project Coordination with EC

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

With regards to the communication aspects, the beneficiary took care of informing the appointed Project Officers any time it was requested by the project circumstances, in occasion of the Amendment procedures to be prepared for the project to solve any issue before submitting the official requests, or for information, clarifications and updates regarding the Grant Agreement rules and conditions.

Whenever needed, interactions were also established with the PO through the dedicated functionalities provided on the Participant Portal.

Based on the internal management and quality standards defined by the beneficiary, the development of the technical reports and of the financial statements for P1 and P2 has been carried out on specific templates generated by E4C, and according to the main EC legal and administrative requirements and guidelines provided by the EASME. In particular, these templates include:

	A progress report template which was completed by each involved resource at the company in relation to the level of participation so as to gather contributions as complete as possible. The format was created in order to:
	Describe the work carried out and to state the main objectives achieved during the period/project, including deliverables prepared and milestones reached;
	Underline the main deviations identified and corrective action implemented;
	Provide an estimation of the effort and other resources spent for each activities and, therefore, to check them against the budget planned;





	A final report template which was filled in by each task leader, covering the whole project lifetime. The template includes an overview of all the work performed in the 24 months of the project and a description of the main results achieved, with particular focus on dissemination activities, exploitable knowledge generated in the project and the proposed exploitation strategy, and the impact of the innovation developed in EcoMultiCloud.
	A cost statement template consisting in an excel file to be filled by the management of E4C and its administration. The different spreadsheets created highlighted the fields to be filled in with the costs and the cost items (personnel, consumables, equipment, travels, subcontracting, other direct costs, etc.). This template, updated on a regular basis, facilitated the filling of the financial figures needed for the reporting phase.


 

	Coaching activities 


The activation of the coach, Mr. Roberto Carella, who had already supported the beneficiary during Phase 1 of the project, was prosecuted during the second period of the project, and led to a specific supporting work on the following aspects of the company business (also detailed in the coaching plan drafted at the beginning of the project):

	Business model review and definition of value chains; 
	Support to the creation of strategic partnerships and to the activation of oriented marketing campaigns; 
	Support to the comprehension of the customers’ needs; 
	Analysis and suggestions on the IP situation at Eco4Cloud and support to the Intellectual Capital management. 
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Project Management and Coordination

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

COMMUNICATION ASPECTS: in the course of EcoMultiCloud project (M1-M24) and from the very beginning of the project lifetime, a collaborative atmosphere between the resources allocated to the project was established. A close interaction among the technical resources was maintained through frequent periodic internal meetings and checkpoints, in the view of providing and receiving feedback from each other and of being able to orientate the efforts /the activities towards a commonly shared direction.

A general supervision was carried out by the PM to ensure the involvement and the maintenance of a professional and proactive attitude of each resource during the whole project. During technical meetings and calls, special attention was paid by the appointed PM to the contractual aspects and the basic rules for the proper implementation of the EcoMultiCloud solution development. This allowed to respect the Contract with the EC and to successful achievement of the project goals.

The open, smooth and collaborative working environment created also supported the team during working peaks.

The monitoring and the overall supervision of the activities planned in the EcoMultiCloud work plan was also performed by E4C in relation to the involvement of the involved subcontractor LABOR.

Further details can be found in the Project Management Report submitted at M24 (Deliverable 6.1).

 

QUALITY CONTROL: conscious of the importance of a smooth and linear project implementation, Eco4Cloud staff and Management devoted efforts in applying adequate quality assurance processes to ensure the quality of the produced work and results. Key actions were put into practice to do it, which can be mostly reassumed as:

In order to maintain and guarantee a proper quality of the outputs produced throughout the project lifetime, the beneficiary E4C developed and used a set of templates and documents supporting the gathering of all the necessary information for the preparation of official Deliverables and reports expected as from GA.

The preparation of such documents was done through a cyclic procedure, which foresaw:

	Preliminary contents arrangement;
	Internal review by the project team and improvements/changes proposed to the structure and contents;


	Modifications or integrations;


	Second internal review and validation of contents;
	Consolidation and submission of the Deliverable/report.


Finally, specific forms were created for the costs recording, which helped the Consortium keep an eye on the project expenditures and monitor the use of the resources consumed and remained for the project.

 

PROJECT PLANNING AND STATUS: the assessment of the progress of the technical work performed by the beneficiary E4C and the third parties/ subcontractors involved in the Phase 2 project was object of all the meetings and checkpoints held during the project lifetime.

The time schedule, indicating not only the list of milestones to be reached but also the interdependency among the different tasks and sub-tasks, was used as the main tool for monitoring the overall progress of the work. Percentage of completion as well as tasks slippage or any other deviation could be then assessed and corrected in time.

As partially anticipated during the first reporting period, minor changes had to be done to the EcoMultiCloud Description of Action (Annex 1) as corrective measures activated to solve the assessed difficulties.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Commercialisation plan and Communication

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

In T5.3, we defined a communication plan to spread the word about the EcoMultiCloud offering and strengthen the go-to-market activities. We also engaged cloud providers and system integrators to gather feedback about our proposition and fix it accordingly.

We passed then to action, implementing the communication plan in order to generate sales leads. The communication activities comprised a dedicated website for the project, an informative video about the benefits provided by the platform, a video tutorial to delve into the technicalities, a newsletter, social media activities, an advertorial on the main Italian business newspaper, and an online lead generation tool.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Continuous Business Innovation Plan revision and IPR review

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

In T5.2 we revised the business plan and reported the major change in the market, the partnership between VMware and Amazon AWS, a move to get more enterprises to move to Amazon AWS over other Cloud vendors, and to protect VMware’s leadership in Enterprise-level virtualization. With VMware Cloud on AWS, it will be easy for customers to operate a consistent hybrid IT environment using their existing VMware tools on AWS, and without having custom hardware, applications, or models. On the other hand, this adds up a new use case for EcoMultiCloud: the Hybrid Cloud. With VMware Cloud on AWS, a geographically dispersed data center environment can include an environment operated in the Cloud. The Data Center Transformation to the Cloud is process already started for many enterprises, so being able to offer a solution that walks with the customer in the journey is a great asset for the project.

We defined a business model to close a “complex sale” such as the EcoMultiCloud one, which is a sale that involves many buyer personas. The business model is based on a two-stage strategy: lead generation and ROI sale. We defined a lead generation strategy to generate a funnel of qualified leads with the presence of an empowered and committed internal sponsor, who will help to win the customer. The second phase is the actual sale; we provide a detailed forecast of the return on the investment to the prospect, so that EcoMultiCloud price point will be favourable to the customer.

We updated the financial forecasts of EcoMultiCloud, taking into account costs to be sustained and revenues foreseen with the defined business model.
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Status of the task: Complete

 

Title: Customer Development Activities

 

Activities carried out during the task:

 

In T5.1 we analyzed in-depth the Corporate IT market, with a specific focus for data centers, virtualization and cloud computing. Enterprise Datacenters market is increasing steadily at a nearly 6% CAGR pace. Virtualization market is increasing at a 5% yearly pace. It is the technology used on top of physical hosts running inside datacenters, and is a de-facto standard in datacenters. The main vendors are VMware and Microsoft. Cloud Computing is the hottest market in the Enterprise-level IT, with a growth measurable with a 30% CAGR. The main vendors are Amazon, Google, Microsoft, IBM and VMware.

We defined the ideal customer for EcoMultiCloud. We defined an indirect go-to-market strategy, based on the creation of a value-added-channel, made of companies already working in the IT of large enterprises. We defined the communication plan needed to build the channel, and generate awareness and preference around EcoMultiCloud.

Finally, we listed the categories of competitors, and we analysed in depth VMware and VMTurbo, the main competitors, as they offer a subset of the features of EcoMultiCloud, while we explained EcoMultiCloud competitive differentiation through the analysis of the features that are unique of EcoMultiCloud.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Validation Metrics and Plan



Activities carried out during the task:



The main business advantages of EcoMultiCloud solution are: Inter-Cloud management, risk mitigation, real-time adaptation and scalability. In accordance with these business advantages, the goal of this task has been to define a set of metrics and procedures to assess the capabilities of the devised solution.

The main activities in this task have been:






(i) we individuated and discussed the metrics that can be used to assess the successful satisfaction of the requirements defined in the Deliverable 1.2


(ii) we individuated the quantitative and qualitative targets related to such metrics;



 (iii) we defined a validation plan containing the activities and the experiments that will be performed by Eco4Cloud to assess the defined metrics and confirm the achievement of the related targets. 






Moreover, we recognized that there is a clear lack of standard metrics about the efficiency of the computational components of data centers. Accordingly, we introduced a new metric, the HUE (Host Usage Effectiveness) that intends to fill this gap. This metric will be used to assess the efficiency of the strategies and policies for the assignment and redistribution of the workload among the data centers. 
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Distributed Architecture Specification



Activities carried out during the task:



The objective of this task was to describe and detail the architecture of the EcoMultiCloud solution, which is logically organized in two layer: 



	(i)   the upper layer, with a global knowledge of the system
	(ii)  the lower layer that autonomously operate in local data center





We defined the role of the main upper layer component, Orchestrator, which performs the decision based on data collected by all the local applications that operate at lower layer. We described how the algorithms of the upper layer can be profitably tuned to achieve different business goals (e.g. costs saving and/or performance improvements). 

We designed the lower layer in accordance with two configurations, Master and Master/Slave. We designed the local dashboards in order to work in complete autonomy on each data center. Furthermore, we designed the protocols for the interaction and communication among the actors involved in the system. 

Finally, starting from the requirements described in the Task 1.2, we defined the functionalities of the Orchestrator and of local dashboards of the single data centers. Starting from the analogous classification of requirements, performed in Task 1.2, we classified the functionalities into User functionalities (Reduction of energy cost, Use Green Energy, Load Balancing, etc) and System functionalities (Network Security Policies, Service availability, Distributed Orchestration, etc.).
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Status of the task: Complete


Title: Requirements Elicitation and Functional Design



Activities carried out during the task:

In this task we expanded the high-level analysis of Task 1.1 by eliciting and formalising the main system requirements. Specifically, we identified the main technical constraints, such as the capacity of single DCs and their ability to perform inter-DC migrations, the latency and bandwidth requirements of long-distance migrations, the possible downtime perceived by users, the security policies etc.

The requirements analysis has been performed following the software engineering principles. The requirements have been identified and described following a classification on three points of view.

Since EcoMultiCloud has a hierarchical architecture, the requirements were divided into two categories:


 Local Requirements and Global Requirements.




Local Requirements are the specifications of the subsystem that manage a local data center, whereas the Global Requirements are the specifications of the top level ‘orchestrator’� that coordinate the inter-data center operations.

Furthermore, the requirements were categorized into functional and non-functional. Finally, an additional discrimination among the requirements has been made, by individuating User and System Requirements.
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Status of the task: Complete


Title: Analysis of relevant business scenarios and objectives in distributed data centres




Activities carried out during the task:



The objective of the task was to analyze the relevant business scenarios and objectives in the scenario of multi-site data centers, which are typically dislocated on a geographical scale and are remotely connected through a wide area network.

The main activities performed during the task are:



	(i) we investigated the state of the art in the field of energy-efficient data centers, with a specific focus on

geo-distributed data centers;



	(ii) we described the main business scenarios that can benefit from the EcoMultiCloud solution: Hybrid Cloud,

geographical data centers and software data centers;



	(iii) we individuated the main stakeholders that are involved in a multi-DC solution, in particular the data

center administrators and managers, and the final users;



	(iii) we analyze the main benefits that can derive from the EcoMultiCloud solution, such as: maximize the

utilization of available capacity, reduce energy and CO2 consumption, minimize costs, balance the load.







Moreover, we outlined the main characteristics of the hierarchical architecture defined by EcoMultiCloud, and the main features of the two involved layers, the upper layer, which is used by the data centers to communicate with each other, and the lower layer, which is used to manage the workload internally.
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Status of the task: complete



Title: Software Integration and Testing



Activities carried out during the task: 



The objective of this task is to integrate the software modules deployed in the previous tasks, specifically in tasks T2.1, T2.2 and T2.3, in order to combine them and produce a complete prototype. In particular, this task allowed us to integrate the Upper Layer and the Lower Layer, so that the policies for workload management can be automated in accordance to the business goals. During the first period, we started the integration of the modules that collect the data from single data centers and send them to the Orchestrator module of the Upper Layer, so as to enable the latter to execute the algorithms for workload distribution. In the second period, we completed the integration phase and implemented the dashboards of the System, which allow users to interact with the System and operate on it in order to control and verify System status. In particular, we implemented two dashboards, for Local and Orchestrator nodes. We tested the software devoting special attention to communications between modules, and reported in the final deliverable (D2.4) a typical flow execution, demonstrating the correctness of the overall process.
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Status of the task: complete



Title: Preliminary Analysis of the Policies for Workload Allocation and Redistribution



Activities carried out during the task:



This task aimed to define different policies for the management and redistribution of the workload across the data centers, and to assess these policies through a set of simulation experiments. During the first reporting period, the activities focused on the individuation of the different policies, differentiated in accordance to the business goals, and on the definition of a set of scenarios on which each of the policies should be applied. In the second period, we completed the task by assessing some relevant performance such as: involved costs, load balancing, energy consumption, quality of service, etc. For the experiments, we adopted a Java simulator that was validated with respect to the real results obtained in the Telecom Italia data centers. The results proved the advantage of performing remote migrations in terms of energy consumption and cost reduction with respect to the basic scenario with no migrations, and also showed the additional advantage deriving from the use of the Energy/Cost Reduction Policy.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Implementation of the LM and DCM Communication Protocols 



Activities carried out during the task: 



The objective of this task was to define and implement the main modules of the Communication Layer of the EcoMultiCloud platform. In particular, we defined the communication protocols that allow the nodes to interact with each other, while addressing the security issues involved in the architecture. Specifically, we individuated the security aspects regarding the development of the EcoMultiCloud solution: following the best practices in the state-of-the-art of the security field, we adopted a multi-tier architecture in order to ensure data protection and system inviolability. 



The main modules implemented in the Communication Layer are:




	 (i) the module used by each data center to transmit the local state to the Orchestrator



	(ii) the module used by the Orchestrator to ask a Local Datacenter which are its best VMs to migrate



	(iii) the module that asks information to the Local Data Center about the best target resources to accommodate the migrating VMs 



	(iv) the module that executes the inter-datacenter migration








We produced a user guide that includes an installation manual and a guide for the installation and utilization of the Communication Layer modules.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Implementation of the DCM Data Models and Analysis Features 



Activities carried out during the task: 



The objective of this task was to define and implement the main modules of the Upper Layer of the EcoMultiCloud platform and, in particular, the high level consolidation Data Center Manager (DCM) module.

We deployed the VMware vApp that performs the logic and functionalities if the DCM module, in a VMWare environment. As for the implementation of the modules of the Lower Layer, we adopted the software engineering model referred to as “incremental model”, which allowed us to take advantage from aspects learned during the development of earlier versions of the software.

We also defined the software interfaces for the connections between the EcoMultiCloud Orchestrator, belonging to the Upper Layer, and the different Local Data Centers.

Specifically, the implemented modules are: 




	(i) the module that represents and processes information regarding to the distributed data center environment



	(ii) the features and modules that transmit/receive high level information to/from all the other data centers



	(iii) the modules that combine the information collected from the data centers and take decisions about the distribution of the workload among the data centers








As for the modules of the Lower Layer, we produced a user guide that includes an installation manual and a guide for the installation and utilization of the Upper Layer modules.
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Status of the task: Complete



Title: Implementation of the LM Data Models and Monitoring Features



Activities carried out during the task:



The objective of this task was to define and implement the main modules of the Lower Layer of the EcoMultiCloud platform, in particular, the local consolidation manager (LM) module.

We first designed and implemented the VMware vApps, deployed in a VMWare environment, which performs the functionalities of the LM module. We defined the development environment and the technology adopted for the deployment.

To support the implementation activities, we adopted a well-known software engineering model, i.e.,the “incremental model”, which allows the developers to take advantage from aspects learned during the development of earlier versions of the software.


In particular, the implemented modules of the Lower Layer are:


	(i) the module used to represent and process information regarding the local data centers


	(ii) the module that collects and processes the information related to the hosts and VMs running on the local data centers


	(iii) the module that executes the algorithms that selects the VMs to migrate 


	(iv) the module that executes the algorithms that allocate locally the VMs migrated from another data center 



















We also produced a user guide that includes an installation manual and a guide for the installation and utilization of the Lower Layer modules.
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